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The difference that being female makes to the medical diagnosis, life and experiences of a
person with an Autism Spectrum Disorder (ASD) has largely gone unresearched and unreported
until recently.Outlining just how autism presents in a different way and can hide itself in females
and what the likely impact will be designed for them throughout their lifespan, the book looks
at just how females with ASD encounter diagnosis, childhood, education, adolescence,
friendships, sexuality, employment, being pregnant and parenting, and ageing. In this
publication Sarah Hendrickx has collected both educational research and personal tales
about girls and females on the autism spectrum to provide a picture of their feelings, thoughts
and encounters at each stage of their lives. It will provide invaluable guidance for the
professionals who support these girls and women and it'll offer females with autism a guiding
light in interpreting and understanding their very own life encounters through the encounters of
others.
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One of My Top 10 Ever Books! This is probably the most helpful books I've ever continue
reading Asperger's Syndrome - now officially known as ASD or Autism Spectrum Disorder. I could
just hug the writer! Regardless, that is a well researched publication.? The book explains so
many things about how exactly Aspie girls, females and female senior citizens think and act - it
has finally given me the final response to my years' long study into this syndrome 100%
confirming my sensed diagnosis of this. It has also taken the SHAME out of being SO DIFFERENT
from other women that is so freeing, resulting in self-acceptance. To obtain a greater
understanding of yourself, to read about other autistic women, laugh and recognize yourself
within their words. Validating and encouraging I am SO glad I came across this and
purchased it! I anticipate finishing this book and I'm grateful that it, among others enjoy it are
being created. I am forever grateful to the writer of this and others like her who provide us a
wonderful glimpse of ourselves and our encounters! Diagnosed at 53 I purchased this book
earlier today when I came across it while looking for books with a focus on women and ladies
about the Autism Spectrum. And no, I'm not referring to the European spelling of some of the
words. Females with Autism Spectrum Disorder This is quite possibly the best source on
information regarding females with autism.. It has given me great insight to the lives of
additional woman's ASD. So very much validating support and additional understanding for
adult females like me who are Autistic and haven't discovered any resources or support inside
our communities, states, or countries. I've pre ordered Lifestyle on the Autism Spectrum - HELPFUL
INFORMATION for women and and Females, which will be out in September. Excellent Resource
Finally, even more resources are coming out for women on the spectrum.. Girls have got autism
too, sometimes. I highly recommend this to any female who believes she could be struggling with
autism and is looking information particular to autism in ladies. Since becoming diagnosed in
past due 2014 I've been looking for and reading any publication that I could discover with a
focus on women and ladies. This is great source that answers many queries parents and other
experts may have. Hendrickx cites her sources carefully and meticulously. Desire I didn't buy it
and desire I could find a publication to greatly help with diagnosis This is a European
publication so that it does use all of the European English spellings that i find slightly off-
putting but then I am an Aspie, just how can it be otherwise!. "Females and Girls" highlights the
different ways that autism presents in females. Boys and girls/guys and women will vary yet they
are able to all still be autistic, no matter how well they seem to function. This is simply not a
medical guideline but more of ways to recognize that young ladies/women with "anxiety
disorder," "emotional/learning disabilities'", "over sensitivity" may be autistic. It is a good way to
find the conversation started. It helps you to recognize what questions to talk to..was.amazing.
I am undiagnosed but I suspect i am on the spectrum. I purchased this book in hopes of finding
direction. It is a good way to obtain the conversation started This book is a very valuable
asset in assessing my daughter's autism. This is an excellent reserve compiled by someone who
can be on the spectrum themselves. Books written from our perspective as women, adolescents
and ladies on the Spectrum are very much newer on the scene and incredibly welcome. And i
feel like I can now look for the help i need. Great publication for me as a woman with autism! I
recommend this publication to any feminine or parent/spouse/kid of a female who suspects they
will have this possibly disabling condition. Comforting and uplifting! Very informative. Good
information Relief I finished this book feeling an overwhelming feeling of alleviation and a
realization that I actually need not hate myself any longer. For any ladies who are on the
spectrum and are looking for more understanding, I highly recommend this book. I am hoping
increasingly more resources like this become available for ladies on the spectrum. The reserve



was written based off of emailed questionaires. This.. I am reading it today and I'm content that
it is what I hoped it could be. But, I could overlook that whenever the book is indeed helpful
and informative for anyone wanting to find out about women with ASD. .. There are not really
that lots of, most, until recently, focusing on children and adolescents on the Spectrum, often
with a concentrate on males. The book was written based off ... It's a publication for people
who knows they are on the spectrum and may read others tales... My just complaint is that there
are a few typos in the book. Will not help you if you are looking for information to help look for
a diagnosis.. . I’m interested to observe if she releases another edition with the most recent
results.
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